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'Titans' about more than football

2000

rce for campus news and infonnation .
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This true story stands out in the field of football movies,
because it tackles real issues and has relatively little to do
with football. The real theme of the movie is 'racism in the
difficult period of the early 1970s.
.. See page 6
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI - ST. LOUIS

UMSL hosts stadium discussion
Cardinals official) civic leader make their case for replacing Busch
BY TONY PELLEGRINO

staff writer

SGAcandidates

. will be listed
online this week
To help students get involved in
the SGA elections coming up,
we intend to have a voter's
guide available on our website
this Thursday. The guide will list
the candidates and give background information about each.

The University of Missouri - St.
Lollis hosted a forum discussion of
plans for a new stadium for the St.
Lollis Cardinals.
Civic leaders and CardiniUs officials offered their . opinions and
research on the latest plans for the
ballpark last Thursday., A crowd of
almost 100 students, faculty and
members of the community participated in the forum, which was held in the
Summit Lounge of the I.e. Periney
Building. The forum was sponsored
by UMSL's Public Policy Research
Center.
Mark Lamping, president of the St.
Lollis Cardinals, Michael Jones,
deputy mayor for development of the
City of St. Lollis, Joe Cavato, chair of
the Greater St. Lollis Sports Authority,
and Mark Rosentraub, a professor of
public affairs at Indiana University,

were the featured speakers.
Rosentraub, one of the foremost
authorities on the economic impact of
sports, recommended that the
Cardinals must have a new stadium in
~rder to stay viable.
''The Cardinals sell more baseball
'tickets per capita than' any other market in Major League Baseball, but this
does not mean that the Cardinals make
more money than any other team,"
Rosentraubsaid. "There are teams that '
the Cardinals compete withfor players
that have access to revenues that simply do not exist at Busch Stadium.
Busch Stadium does not produce a
sufficient level of revenue to guarantee
that the Cardinals will have the money
to compete." According to a chart
Rosentraub presented, the Cardinals'
market area is the fourth smallest of
the 30 major league baseball teams, as
well as in the bottom half in wealth per
see CARDINALS, page 10

Cardinals president Mark Lamping explains why he believes St. Louis should build a new baseball
stadium. Other speakers on hand for the forum were Mark Ro~entraub, professor of public affairs at
Indiana University, Joe Cavato, chair of the Greater St. Louis Sports Authority, and Michael Jones,
deputy mayor for development of the City of St. Louis.
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UMSL creates nezu administrative position. . .

F
SGA presidential

debate to be held
Thursday
Students will have an opportunity to hear SGA presidential hopefuls and ask them
questions at a forum scheduled for 12:30 to 2:30 this
Thursday in the Student
Lounge in the University
Center. The debate will be
moderated by The Current,
which is co-sponsoring the
event with SGA.

Chancellor to
speak at State of
the University
Address
.

)

Chancellor Blanche Touhill
will speak to the university
and present the Chancellor's
Awards for Excellence at her
annual address this
Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the
J.e. Penney auditorium.

Irish poetry
reading shed.uled for today
Eamonn Wall, a specialist in
Irish 'studies, will read from
his own collection of poetry
today at 12 p.m. in room 229
of the J.e. Penney building.
The presentation, entitled
"Poetry of Places: Ireland
and America -- A Poetry
Reading" is part of the
Monday Noon Series.

Eight students' SGA
Siegel named technology election candidacy
associate vice chancellor applications rejected
BY STEVE VALKO
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special to The Current
In a newly created position, Jerrold
Siegel has become the first Associate
Vice Chancellor of Technology.
Siegel got the position after 29
years of service to UMSL Starting in
1971 as a math teacher, Siegel gradually began working with computers at
UMSL, leading to a promotion into
Campus Computing in 1990. Siegel
worked there for ten years until he
more or less "grew into the job" of
Associate Vice Chancellor with more
technology to keep track of, he said.
Siegel's new position requires him
to help keep all communications
across campus and student housing
running smoothly. This would include
everything from television, video,
voice mail, phones, pagers, the internet
and the campus networks.
Siegel said his two favorite projects
to participate in were the development
of the "My Gateway" network and the
Library Research Commons.
"My Gateway" allows course
materials, quizzes, and notes from
class to be placed on the web .and
available for students, "My Gateway"
also has the capability to allow students and teachers to have greater
options for interaction through the networks, e-mail and chat rooms. The
goal, Siegel says, is to "break down
the distance learning barriers," thus
glVlng long-distance commuters
gre~ter access to learning tools.
The other project Siegel has gotten
involved with is the development of
the Library Research Commons .
Here, computer technology is available within the resources of the library.
The Library .Research Commons
employs both librarians and campus
computing
staff,
makirig
the
Commons "the best of both worlds,"
according to SiegeL
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staff editor

Jerrold Seigel works on some of UMSL's new computing equip·
ment. Siegel was recently named UMSL's first Associate Vice
Chancellor of Technology.

Siegel also noted that students who
would like to acc~ the resources of
campus computer technology have a
whole host of options. The main
sources of help include the Library
Resource Commons, the computer lab
on the first floor of SSB and the .

Learning Center on the South
Campus.
Siegel has accomplished this work
by living a simple philosophy; "Work
hard and love your field work. If you
love yOill' field work, you won't mind
working hard."

Eight of the 14 students who
filed for candidacy in the upcoming
Student Government Association
elections were rejected by a screening committee last Thursday.
On Friday, officials mailed notification to each of the 14 students of
their status. The rejected candidates
will each get a chance to appeal the
committee's
decision
thi s
Wednesday, said Rick Blanton,
SGA adviser.
After the appeals hearing is completed, the screening committee will
decide if they wish to overturn any
of the application rejections. They
will notify candidates of their status
on Wednesday.
The screening committee is
made up of "five students representing the demographics and the interests of student government and the
University," Blanton said. "It's
being coordinated by the president
of the Staff A ssociation [Curtis
Coonrod] and witnessed by the
manager of the Alumni office."
The students on the committee
"are presidents of d¢ferent student
organizations,"
Blanton
said .
'They're people who were not
activ ely involved in the SGA either
as officers or as being close to the
scene. In other words, it's not your
usual suspects. It's people you probably wouldn't recognize or associate
with student government."
The screening committee primarily rejected applications for being
incomplete or for containing
erroneus information, Blanton said.
This is the first time a screening
committee has been used in the
SGA election process. The Student
COllit recently beard a grievance

filed by Steven Wolfe contesting the
legality of the screening process and
found in hi s favor. Since then, Wolfe
has taken no further action on the
matter.
This controversial addition to the
election process was made by members of the provisional SGA. The
provisional SGA is made up of two
students selected by administrators
to serve as an interim governing
body this summer, after the cancellation of the spring SGA electionS.
Both members of the provisional
SGA have filed for candidacy in the
SGA elections, which some are
complaining is a conflict of interest.
Mary Grace Rhoda has fIled for atlarge representative for the College
of Arts and Sciences and EllOIY
Glenn has filed for vice president.
Rhoda said she understands the
complaints, but that she and Glenn
discussed their concerns with
Blanton. She said he assured them
that there would be no conflict.
"We' ve pretty much become
seperated from the screening entirely," she said. Blanton "won't tell me
who's been eliminated or whatever.
We weren't on the screening committee at all."
' The reason I [ran for representative] was that at 12:30 on Friday,
nobody else had signed up for that
pOsition," Rhoda said. "I feel a sense
of responsibility. I think it looks bad
when we don' t have enough students who are doing that. "
To support Glenn and Rhoda,
Blanton cited the example of previous SGA presidents who ran for
consecutive tem1S, saying the only
difference was that the members of
the provisional were appointed in
the beginning.

Blanton retires after 30 years at UMSL
BY TIM THOMPSON

st.a.ff /Uri ter

DEX

BY .JOSH RENAUD

After 30 years of serviCe, Rick
Blanton, the Director of Student
Activities at UMSL, is retiring. Joanne
Bocci will take over his duties on an
interim basis, until a search is conducted for a permanent replacement.
Rick Blanton'S tenure began on the
first of August, 197L He has been the
only Dir-ector of Student Acdvities in
UMSL:s history. In that time, he has
worked with every chancellor except
one. As director, Blanton served as the
a<;iviser to every registered student
organization on campus. He was also
the chair of the Student Activities

Budget Committee.
Since the early 1970s, Blanton has
witnessed
man y
extraordin a r y
changes
on campus,
as
as
well
the
growth of
on-cam ~

pus housBlanton
ing. He remembers a ume wnen South
Campus didn't exist. A Catholic
church sat on that property back in the
early 1970s.

"When UMSL purchased that
property, it nearly doubled the size of
our campus," Blanton said. "It was a
great acquisi tion."
Blanton said he always reminded
himself that colleges wouldn't exist
without students. WIth this in mind, he
made sure that the various programs
were free to students and paid for them
with the academic fees. These programs included rock concerts, public
speaking engagements and campuswide expositions.
During his tenure, rock bands like
The Fabulous Thunderbirds and Otis
Day and the Nights performed on
campus. The latter was immbrtalized
in the movie "Animal House," starring

the late John Belushi.
Programming didn't stop there,
though. Blanton was also instrumental
in bringing public'figures to campus to
speak about issues ranging from civil
rights t o scientific advancements.
Muhammad Ali, Vmcent Price, Lech
Walesa, Jimmy Carter, Jay Leno, G.
Gordon Liddy and Al Gore have all
spoken at UMSL over the last 30
years.
'These programs were all done on
behalf of the students, and I was glad
to see that so many attended," the former director said.
When asked to recall his proudest
achievements, Blanton listed three:
EXPO and the Chancellor's Picnic,

Mirthday and Holiday Fest. EXPO
and the Chancellor's Picnic began 28
years ago.
"It started with only a few booths
representing some of the student orga~
nizations on campus," Blanton said.
"They would pass out pamphlets and
try to get people interested enough to
join."
Now, entertainment is included and
there are more than 80 organizations
represented at EXPO.
"It is really something watching the
whole program grow and develop
from infancy into adulthood," Blanton
said. "I am very proud."
see BLANTON, page 10
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B·lletin Board
Monday, Sept. 11
• Rec Sports Coed Volleyball League
begins tonight. Games will be played in
the Mark Twain Gym every Monday and
Wednesday night until Oct. 16,

Tuesday, Sept. 12
• Mass will be held at the Catholic
Newman Center at 7:30 p.m. at 8200
Natural Bridge across from the West
Drive entrance to North Campus. For
more information call 385-3455.

~ .. it on the Board:

.Soup and Soul Food, a simple meal
and time for prayer, meditation
and reflection, from 12 to 1 p. m.
at Normandy United Methodist
Church, 8000 Natural Bridge Rd.,
Sponsored by Wesley Foundation
Campus Ministry. All are welcome and
for more information call Chris Snyder
at 314-409-3024 or Roger Jespersen at
385-3000.

.Sign-up Deadline for Flag Football
Leagues: 7-player men's and coed
intramural
games will be played
Wednesday, Sept. 13
Tuesday
afternoons
beg)nning Sept.
·State of the University Address &
Team
and
individual
sign-ups wel19.
Chancellor's Award for Excellence precomed.
Register
by
the
~nd
of the day
sentation will be held in the J. C. Penney
in
the
Rec
Sports
Office
(203
Mark
Auditorium at 3 p.m. A reception will fol Twain).
low in the lobby.
• Rec Sports Bowling Doubles League
begins . Cost is only S1. 25 week for
3 games. Your team of two can consist of guys and/or gals. This 10·week
league is held Wednesdays, from 3 to
4:30 p.m. at North Oaks Bowl. Sign up
in the Rec Sports Office, 203 Mark
Twain.

a

• Noon Live, The Currentwill be on the
Patio holding drawings for spedal edi·
tion This Is Spinal Tap memorabilia as
well as other miscellanious promotional items.

August 30, 2000
A student reported that her Fall 2000
parking permit was stolen from her vehicle between 8 and 10 a.m., while the
vehicle was parked on the first level of
Parking Garage "D".
September 5, 2000
A student reported that his Fall 2000 park·
ing permit had been stolen from the rear
window of his vehicle, while it was parked
at Garage "0", level 2 between 9 a.m.

.

refixes unleSS otheI'W

Monday, Sept. 18
Natural Bridge across from the West
Drive entrance to North Campus. For
more information call 385,-3455.

Friday, Sept. 15
.Mass will be held at the Catholic
Newman Center at 12:05 p.m. at 8200
Natural Bridge ilcross from the West
Drive entrance to North Campus, followed by a light lunch. For more
information call 385-3455.

Saturday, Sept. 16
.Club Sig Pi, beginning at 9:30 p.m.,
will be at the Sigma Pi Fraternity
House, located across from Taco Bell
on Natural Bridge Rd. Dance club will
have a live OJ and no cover charge.
Everyone is welcome girls must be 18,
or older, and guys need to have a college 10.

·Mass will be held at the Catholic
Newman Center at 7:30 p.m. at 8200

.American Red Cross Blood Drive,
sponsored by the Barnes College
Student Nurses' Assodation will be
held at th~ Seton Center Lounge on
South Campus from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m .
University Health Services will be on
hand with valuable information concerning screenings for various disor·
ders. All blood types are urgently
needed! For more information call
Nick Crusius, BCSNA president, at
(314) 781-9492.
.9th Annual Founders Dinner will
begin at 6:30 p.m. ath the Ritz·
Carlton St. Louis. Dr. Sally Ride,
America's first woman in space will be
speaking. Reservations are required .
For more information call 5442.

.Catholic Mass will be held at the South
Campus Residence Hall Chapel at 7:30
p.m.

was parked at the Social Science Building
handicap lot on West Drive.

September 6, 2000
A student reported that between 8:30
a.m. and 12 p.m: his Fall 2000 parking
permit was stolen from his rear window,
. while his vehicle was parked at the new
West Drive Garage.
A student reported that between 9:30
a.m. and 1 p.m. someone put a half-inch
hole in the re,ar window of his truck, as it

A faculty member reported being harassed
by telephone by a suspected former student who had been previously expelled.
A student suspected of being intoxicated
was removed from Benton Hall.
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between 9 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. her Fan
2000 parking permit was stolen from her
vehicle, which had been parked on the
South Campus Lot "V".
A student reported that between Sept. 6
at 9 p.m. and Sept. 7 at 9 a.m. her Fall
2000 parking permit was stolen from her
automobile, while it was parked at the
Honors College.

~ request. Terms, conditions and
restrictions awIY. The Clflent, financed in
part by student activities fees, is not an
official plblicatioo of UM-St. Louis. The
Un~ is not responsible for the c0ntent of The Current or its policies.
Comnentary and coh..mns reflect the qli~
ion of the indMdual author. u~ emtornls reflect the opinion of the majority
of the editorial board. All material cootained in each issue is property of The
Clflent ard may not be reprinted, reused
a reprodu:ed without the expressed,
written consent of The Current. First copy
free; all stmequent copies, 25 cents,
available at the offices of The ClEfent.

September 7,2000
A student reported that on Sept. 5
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Exhibit ofEthiopian artist comes to
Gallery 210 for campus display
ANNE PORTER
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staff editoT

Alaqa Gabra Sellase, an Ethiopian
devotional painter, may not have been
present at Gallery 21O's reception for
his works on Thursday evening, and
even if he was not alive to talk ~bout
the . icons he painted, his personality
could be felt just by looking at the
pictureS be created.
Sellase was born in the Ethiopian
province of Gojjam during the early
twentieth century and died at Maqale,
the capital of the province of Tigray,
between the late 1970s and early
1980s.
Sellase painted icons of the Holy
Trinity, the Archangel Michael, Saint
George, Christ with a Crown of
Thorns and Saint Mary with .her
Beloved Son on recycled cardboard
panels.
.
In addition to these reliiious figures, he portrayed the Ethiopian
saints, including Abuna Gabra
Manfas Qeddis, Abuna Takla
Haymamat, and Abuna Aragawi .
Sellase also depicted events in his
works, such as Queen Helena's finding of the true cross, the story of
Adam and Eve and the Holy family
moving to Egypt.
Since the Ethiopian chiurch cDnsidered Sellase's works so extraordinary,
he was given the title "Alaqa," an
honorary tiVe meaning learned ecclesiastic.
Sellase studied Christian literature
in the iconographic traditions of
Christian religious art.
Sellase's style is called the Second
Gondarine to reflect imperial
Ethiopian court patronage.

Marilyn Heldman, an adjunct professor at UM-St. Louis, curated the
exhibit "Alaqa Gabra Sellase
Ethiopian Icon Painter" at Gallery
210.
.
"I ane! an anthropologist [Darnel
Baur] had collected these pieces
while doing field work, and we collected them initially because we
thought they were really wonderful,"
Heldman said.
Sellase used cardboard for economic reasons, even though he was a
full-time SUPPOlted artist. .
"He [Sellase] unfortunately didn't
have patrons who were exceedingly
wealthy, and if he had, he would have
painted on wooden panels. These
[cardboard slabs] are things that if we
turn them around, we can see lettering
on the back," Heldman said.
Heldman, through her studies, has
seen' Sellase's work in homes and
churches.
"These were made as devotional
images. People would buy them or
order them and put them in their
homes and frequently would give
them as gifts to the church," Heldman
said.
If a painting is placed in a church,
it offers a special use for the congregation.
"You are able to address, you
praise the saint. You don't really pray
to the painting, but somehow [the
prayer] is transmitted," Heldman
said.
Terry Suhre, director of Gallery
210, is also an assistant professor in
the art department, and recommends
shows which will be presented to the
Gallery Advisory board. The Gallery
Advisory Board selects the exhibits

Mutsumi Igarashlj The CU1TerU

Juliana Yuan Yuan, senior lecturer in art and art history at UMSL, and Louis Gilden, husband of exhibit curator Marilyn Heldman, visit the new Gallery 210 exhibit.

which vtill. be featured in Gallery 210.
"The Gallery has a mandate to be
as inclusive as possible and give as
diverse a view as possible of the
world as we can, and the opportunity
to show work from an African artist
ho is attached to a 00 y ar Idtraditi
that comes from Europe is
quite a remarkable circumstance "
Suhre said.
Suhre select.ed Sellase's work
because of its quality and beauty, in
addition to its impact in the commu-

nity.
'This work was really of an extraordinary caliber, a very beautiful and
rare thing. It addresses a community
that's growing in St. Louis, that's
becoming, more prominent here as a
d na.n;lk e-eon IIiic fQrc •. S.uhr
said..
Juliana Yuan Yuan, a senior lecturer in art and art history, is familiar
with SeJlase because she has attended
some of Heldman' lectures.
"Being a collague of Marilyn

Heldman, I've heard her talks on
Ethiopia and Christian art, and I fmd
it truly faScinating that there was
Christianity in Africa. It's so proper
today in the orthodox way. The paintings are more folk art than high art,"
oan , ·d.
"A1aqa Gabra Sellase Ethiopian
Icon Painter" will be on display
through Oct. 14 in Gallery 210 in
Lucas Hall. For more infonnation call
516-5976.

Sayad p resents talk Za.rucchi gets Women's and
o n S t . L ouis artists Gender Institute position
BY SARA PORTER
••• _, _. _ ,_ • ••• • • "
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special to the Current

Arts
and
culture writer,
Elizabeth Genrry Sayad, presented
a lecture on "Artists' Views of St.
Louis:
1900-1940,"
in
the
Hawthorne Room, J.e. Penney
Building, on Wednesday.
"I am demonstrating how St.
Louis attracted artists, particularly
the Mississippi River, Eads Bridge,
and the Levee," Sayad said.
Sayad who is getting her masdegree
at
Washington
ters
University on culture, focusing on
the local region, displayed various
portraits and photographs by St.
Louis artists: Frederick Sylvester,
Joe Jones, Fredefine Carpenter,
Frank Nudescher and Catherine
Cherry.
The patntmgs and photos
demonstrated St. Louis in various
stages through time. "The River"
(1902), by Sylvester,. displayed the
Mississippi in the early stages of
industrialism.
"This painting contrasts the
beauty of the levee with the harbor

replaced by masses of industrial
smog," Sayad said.
Carpenter illustrated "7th &
Olive," which showed St. Louis citizens surrounded by the City. .
"The figures are dwarfed by
these skyscrapers," Sayad said.
A 1902 photo by photographer
Ernst Boehl showed a vision of
what may come.
"The skyline appears to be rising," Sayad said . "This shows what
St. Louis might be."
Sayad displayed a painting by
Jones that showed the levee during
the Depression.
"The painting balances the
chaos of above [the levee] with the
darkness in the tunnels below,"
Sayad said.
Fomler Chair of the St. Louis
Mercantile Library, Ruth Bryant,
enjoyed the lecture.
HI love the river, being from
Memphis," Bryant said. H[Sayad]
clearly introduced some new views
of the ri ver."
Director of the St. Louis
Mercantile Library, John Hoover,
also enjoyed the lecture. HI thought

---"--I

love the river, being
from Memphis. [Sayad]
clearty introduced some
new views of the river.
-Ruth Bryant
Former chair of the St. Louis
Mercantile Library

"

it was well-done," Hoover said.
"She had clearly done a lot of
research ."
Sayad's lecture is part of the
Mercantile Library's "Lunch and
Lecture" series, held once a month,
in the Hawthorne Room of the 1. C.
Penney Building. The price for
lunch was $12.50 for library members, $15.00 for nonmembers. The
lecture itself was free . For more
information on the series, call 5167240.

BY SARA PORTER
.... .............................
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special to tbe CU1Tent

Je.anne
Morgan
Zarucchi,
instructor of "Topics in French Art
and Culture," has been !lanled
iDterim director of the Institute for
Women's and Gender Studies.
"I am looking forward to a year
ot' activities, and I value the opportunity to work closely with some of
my colleagues from other departments," Zarucchi said.
"I look forward to Civil
Colloquia, some taught by faculty,"
Zarucchi said. '''There will be some
new topics of interest."
"I will be supervising graduate
students for internships and independent studies," Zarucchi said.
The lWGS will also initiate a
search for a pennanent director.
"In the meantime, we will main·
tain a vital program for our students
and faculty," Zarucchi said.
Zarucchi has been involved in
University governance for several
. years, and she is Chapter President
of Phi Kappa Phi , an academic
honor society.

A graduate
of Harvard
University, where she taught for
three years before coming to
UMSL in 1985, Zamcchi studied
heroic poems on Joan of Arc and
recently published an article on
17th-century
Italian
painter
Artemisia Gentileschi in the
"Women's Art Journal ."
"I enjoy opening a window into
the past for my students," Zarucchi
said.
"The 17th century has a particular chann, because of the close relationship between literature and the
visual arts."
"There are always new ideas and
approaches that come from my students, and this gives me a fresh perspective on my research," Zarucchi
said .
The Institute for Women's and
Gender Studies is an academic program that offers courses in sociology, psychology, political science,
literature, arts and other subjects,
that focus primarily on women's
issues and other gender-related topICS.

EDITOR
ANNE PORTER

features editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

QUOTES
'"Justice is incidental to
law and order.l'
-John Edgar Hoover
Credit: www.quotoblequotes.net

«1 am extraordinarily

patient provided I get
my own way in. the
end.!>
·Margaret Thatcher
Credit: www.quotablequotes.net

"Everyone thinks of
changing the wOJ.'ld, but

nC) one thinks of
changing himself."
·Leo Tolstoy
Credit: www.quotoblequotes.net

Hi, t his is Dave • • • it wasn't important
M

AND' THE POINT Is...
ANNIE PORTER

ost people consider Caller
ID a wonderful invention.
Caller ID makes it possible to avoid ex's, mother-in-Iaws,
work and bill collectors.
I have Caller ID on both my
home and cell phone, so I k.ilOW
who calls (for the most part). I say
for the most part becallse the outof-area calls don't register in the
little information disclosing box. In
those cases though, I know who is
calling, because the same people
call and always have the same
information (or lack of) in the little
green box.
The one aspect which I don't

appreciate about Caller ID is the
same one that I like about the
device. I know who calls and I
have their number to return the
call, but then they don't leave a
message about why they called.
That lack of knowledge does not
hinder me from calling them back.
It only annoys me.
What irks me even more is that
when I almost immediately dial
their numbers, I hear a ring, and a
ring and another ring.
Last night, my friend Dave
called.
Not just once, Dave called two
times and left no message. From

the fact that Dave tried to talk to
me two times and was not able to
reach me, I figured that he had
something important to say.
I would give him a little room
and tell you that he does not know
how I feel about phone etiquette,
but he does, because I've asked
him politely numerous times
before to leave a message.
So I asked him today why he
called, and he said he wanted to tell
me about the story he was writing.
Just so you know, Dave also
designs my feature page, so 1 know
he has to read this.
I asked, "Why didn't you leave

a message?"
To this Dave responded, "It
wasn't that important."
Already to this I disagree. If
someone calls me, espiecally about
an article or anything business
related, I deem it important.
I then said, "1 called you rwo
times last night after you called
and didn't leave a message:"
Then I proceeded to question
him about what he considered
important. I never really received a
good explanation. I continued
though and told him that I understood why he doesn't always leave
a message for me.

I've done it before. I am usually
calling just to see what's going on,
and how things .are going. My
roommate even told me to leave
her voice mail.
Since then, most of the times I
phone, I do.
Even if I only say, " Hey, it's
me. Just wanted to see what's up.
Call me back," I still say that after
the little beep.
So, Dave, when you read this
column and you call to tell me
what you think about it, leave me a
message.
When I return your call and
you're not there, I'll do the same.

/
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New year means new
Nitpicking the e lections
batch
of
errors
to
fix
.\Non't solve SGA's problems
..

-

-.

.

Jewish culture has this wonderful
idea caDed the Jubilee. The Jubilee
took place every fifty years, It
involved as a key component the
release of old debts. Mortgaged land
was retumed, slaves were set free,
and the over-riding atmosphere was
one of cleansing, Jubilee was a time
when you could receive a clean slate.
SGA needs to make this its Jubilee
year.
A lot of questions have been raised
about the proyisional SGA, some
frivolous and some quite noteworthy,
We certainly have our share of concerns, but we feel nit-picking every
little thing that has been done won't
solve any problems. Instead, let's
cany out the SGA elections as professionaDy and expediently as possible
and then get on with trying to put the
SGA back together with some semblance of order,
To be sure, there is plenty of fertile

ground for potential grievances, but
what fruit that ground might yield is
doubtful at best. At least one grievance was filed and won without any
real action coming out of it to date.
SGA's problems won't be solved
by complaining, Students who really
care about student government
should become informed about the
candidates for the various SGA
offices, learn their platforms, ask
them questions and vote for the students who have a plan for rebuilding
the SGA.
This Thursday a forum with the
candidates will be held from 12:30 to
2:30 in the Student Lounge of the
University Center, It will be a chance
for student~ to listen to what the candidates have to say and ask them
about their stances on the issues.
Don't miss this opportunity to make
your voice heard,

Some are voidng concerns
about the SGA etection~)

both frivolol;/s and valid.

Nit-piCking every detail of

the elections won't benefit
anyone. Students can ffll;iKe
their voices heard by,mak~
jng an tnforITled de<::lslorr
when they vote.

Write a letter to the editor
about this issue or anything
else on your mind.

Elections hampered by coni ictsol-interest, background checks
WeD, I guess that it is time for everyone's favorite annual tradition: the Student Government Association elections.
And who are our contestants this y"ar you may ask? Who
cares? It doesn't matter, thanks to the complete disregard for

of is a violation of every student's light to privacy. Get it
through your thick skulls, faculty and staff of the University
of Missouri. We are not in high school, and we do not need
you to hold our hands as if we were children, being led
any level of fairness or equity that may have been reached by across the street
the appointment of this provisional SGA (PSGA). The SGA
So, now that I have illustrated the problems, I won't leave
you 'Ivithout solutions. The most important
elections will once again move straight to
the toilet due to two factors.
thing .is that the PSGA members remove
One, the PSGA has two candidates runthemselves from· candidacy immediately.
ning for office this year. Two people who
They knew that if they were to take on this
have also set up the election dates, election
job, their function would be running the
elections. Knowing this, they should have
times, election places, rules for application.
etc. Doesn't every candidate wi~h that he or
known they wouldn't be able to run for
she could have the luxury of setting up the
office this year. Second, the University
most 0ppoltune time ' to have the poDs open.
needs a much better way of conducting
I'm sure that if I were to set up the elections,
background checks. Their "consent-or-die"
I could manage to win very easily by putting
approach made me feel lmcomfortable, and
the election booths in places frequently trawould make ,myone else feel violated also. I
versed by my supporters, Not only is this
encoumge The CUITeIU to print a copy of the
BEN JAMIN ASH
shameless on the part of the PSGA, but it is
. """"" ''''''''''''''-'''''"''''''''',"" letter each SGA candidate received about the
Guest Commentator
also a conflict of interest that shOllld not go
background checks, and let the students see
unre.olved.
this draconian administration ill action,
Second, this little is ue about the background checks for
I would like to thank, aD students who have supported
moral ethic . Or, as [ like to call it "How can we prevent SGA in the past and will coniinoe to support SGA in the
Darwin from ever bappening again." I'm sure that these lit- future. Hopefully, this PSGA will not ruin tbe elections and
tle PSGA'ers have gotten good grades all through school and cause the SGA to be mired in controversy again and let the
been little gems to the community, but is this fair for the rest students lose what little voice they have remaining at this
of the campus? As for me, I don't have any crimes on my University.
PS, I hope that The Currenr will not have to nm a backrecord, but even if I did, it would not make me a bad c,mdidate or even incapable of running the SGA. What this reeks ground check in order to print this editorial,

EDITORIAL
BOA '
" OSH RENAU D
BAlAN DOU GLA S

"Our Opinion" reflects the
majority opinion of the
editorial board

LE
M AIL

Letters to the Editor
7940 Natural Bridge
St. Louis, MO 63121

FAX
(314) 516-6811
EMAI L

current@jinx.umsl.edu
Letters to the editor should
be brief and those not
. exceeding 200 words will be
given preference. We edit letters for clarity, length and
grammar. All letters must be
signed and include a daytime
phone number.

Paper should boost coverage of outside world
The Current is billed as "Your
source for campus news and infomIation." For the most part The Current is
true to this billing sticking to campus
issues. I have noticed that the entertainment, sports and opinion sections
often touch on the outside world. I
have not seen any coverage of political, social or economic issues that
occur beyond the campus.
We are in a presidential election
year. The outcome of the elections this
faD will have a dramatic affect on all

Americans including UMSL students.
Differing views of our presidential
candidates on such issues as education, affirmative action and social
security should be of concem to students,
It is important that the students
make their voices heard in the elections. I believe that there is little political interest on campus and many students will not vote. Perhaps if The
Current was to cover more contemporary issues students would become

more aware, take inetrest, and vote.
The CUlTent can choose to print
what it likes. It has chosen to foeus on
campus news. However, in its occasional glances at the outside world, I
suggest that some of the social, political and economic issues affecting students be addressed especially in light
of the elections, There is more to the
outside world than pop music, professional sports, and Hollywood movies.

--Micah Hughes

AS[fM needs help establishing language standards
The Associated Students of the
University of Missouri has been the
student voice in the state legislature for
the past 25 years. In 1986, we successfully lobbied for the law creating
English-proficiency standards for
international teaching assistants in
Missowi While this legislation was a
step in the light direction, problems of
poor communication in classrooms
due to language barriers remain. It is
time to revisit this issue, and we need
your help.
English proficiency is a problem at
UMSL, and it negatively affects the
quality of the educational experience
here. Good communication is essential to learning. However, Missouri has

no regulations dealing with English
proficiency of professors. Professors
can and do teach courses without a
sufficient mastery of the English language. Tn addition, current programs
for teaching assistants do not seem to
be working.
ASUM embraces diversity. We
realize exposure to other cultures and
countries is a desirable and essential
component of modern higher education, However, our main concern is for
student success. Students cannot realize their potentials if communication
with instructors is not possible.
. Our organization has worked to
fmd a solution in the legislature and
with the University administration. We

continue to search but cannot succeed
without your help. The Board of
Curators will be meeting in Columbia
September 14-15. The meeting will
include a presentation on English proficiency from students and administrators from aD four campuses of the UM
System at the Academic Affairs
Committee meeting. It is imperative
that the Curators get your input before
making a decision. If you have had a
problem understanding an instructor,
please contact our office by phone at
882-2701,
or
bye-mail
at
asumwww@showme,missouri,eOu.

--Rdger Johnson

ASUM Legislative Director

Well, we're knee-deep in begin working on it.
As our reporters develop their
September now, and across campus
I've been seeing familiar sights and stories, through interviews and
sounds - bands playing it loud for research, we encourage them to use
Wednesday Noon Live, fraternities as many sources as possible. The
advertising various exploitive oppor- more credible sources you tap in
tunities for ladies, and of course the writing a story, the more accurate
Student Government Association your star)' is likely to be,
We try to instill the habits of conelections.
firming' the spelling of person's
Well, perhaps not the latter.
In any case, another familiar sight name after the interview and check- .
ing a person's title to
at UMSL this time of
make sure it's coryear is The Current,
rect.
fresh from summer
But reporters are
hiatus and beginning
human. Sometimes
to settle down. The
these habits are not
flISt few weeks usualenough to ensure
ly provide ample
everythingiscon~
opportunity for the
For that reason,
paper to embarrass ·
we hire section ediitselfwith a few errors
tors, copy editors and
or gaffes as new staff
proofreaders. Ideally,
members get acclia section editor will
mated and as new edigo through a story
tors try to learn their
"OSH RENAUD
roles.
. '''.'':.
.
when the reporter
"
edztor-m-chzeJ
ThIS
turns it in. Then the
year 1S no
exception, and I'd like to take just a copy editor goes through the story
minute to talk about the nature of Friday night. On Sunday night, our
errors, Of course, everyone makes proofreader goes through the comthem. One could argue, for instance, pleted pages and checks headlines,
that the University choosing to use bylines, and captions.
Unfortunately, so far this year we
externaDy-applied adhesive parking
permits was a mistake of the highest have had vacancies in a couple of the
order, Another person could argue key positions I mentioned earlier.
that everything that happened in, And, as you may have noticed, misabout, through, over, and under the takes have been made, some glaringSGA last year was a mistake, I ly obvious, like a series of question
skipped a class two weeks ago. That marks that I forgot to replace in a
was a mistake, and a costly one, at para",lJfllph on the front page,
Be assured that we are doing the
that
So how does The Current deal very best we ·can to eliminate miswith mistakes? Much as we pride takes like those, We hope to fill our
ourselves on accuracy and attention vacancies over the next two weeks,
to detail, the fact of the matter is that and our reporters are becoming better writers with each story they write.
mistakes happen.
We have set up a system designed
The Current is a learning opparto catch virtually every mistake, at . tunity for the people who work here,
We're not perfect, but we're trying
least when it's used properly.
We like to get things started on hard. We don't get many calis, but
the right foot. Reporters get as many reader feedback is probably the rhing
. background details as possible from we want most here. If you'd like to
their editor about a story before they help us, please give us a caD.

Just what are .they
trying to teach me?
An amazing thing happened to the students apparently did not
me the other day: I was almost on know it existed, and I could find a
time to class, I am not a morning spot \vith ease, but then evelYbody
person by nature, and I just hate the else caught OIL, and soon it too
feeling of waking up in the morning became crowded. I had been experand knowing that there is some- imenting with different times (okay,
where I have to be. I always wind up honestly I was just sho'WIDg up later
laying in bed thinking of some rea- and later) to see if there was any
son, any reason, not to get up for particular time that would give me
five more minutes.
the best chance at
My dogs do not help.
getting a spot, but
They have this rouso far the pattern
tine that when my
has been shifting
alarm goes off, they
too much from day
to day for me to·
come in and look
pitiful and solicit
really tell, .
attention in an effort
I had hoped that
to keep me from
by aniving early, I
going anywhere, and
would be able to
to their credit, it
park and get to
works,
class without aD the
No matter how
last minute hassle.
hard I try, I can never
But when I got to
BRIAN DOUGLAS
seem to make it to
the garage, there
that frrst class on
managjng'ediio~''''''
weren't any spots
time, Once I'm on
open at aD. I drove
campus, I get to all my other classes around in my car, fuming, and tried
without any problems; it's always to decide what to do, After paying
.that first one that gets me.
those exorbitant parking fees for all
Several days ago, in some these years to build the thing, there
strange and mysterious way I can- was no way I was going to leave
not understand, I actually got up, that garage and go park on the other
got ready, and left - five minutes , side of campus and walk to my sciEARLY. Honestly, I don't know ence class, I've already done that in
what came over me.
past years. My fees have doubled,
One of the reasons I had b~n so and this is the thanks I get? Fmally,
fed up with my own tardiness was just before my class started, this
that by the time I got to the parking mass exodus of people from the last
garage, most of the spaces were . class came and got their cars to
already taken, and it took something leave, and I went through the usual
just short of civil war to find some mess of struggling to get a spot, and
place to park. I had been parking in got to class .. , ten minutes late. I
that big, beautiful new garage by the certainly have gotten an education
science buildings. It was great for here at UMSL, but I'm not sure if
the first few days, \:;Jecause many of it's the one they meant to give me.

_ Iga rash i

bY ""utsumi
staff photographer
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Daniel Byrd
Junior / Literature

Elisha Williams
Junior / Communication

Junior I French

Rebecca Langer
Senior I Psychology
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"Africa. I love animals and
beauty."

"Italy. It was beautiful the 1st
time and I would like to see
the sights I missed."

"Montreal, Quebec to use my
French."

"Scotland. I saw the m9vie. It
was a very beautiful place to
visit."

----,,----

---'--

" ----
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Rivermen humbled twice on the road
Sonoma State, UC-Davis
each overpower UMSL) 4-0
,

BY NICK BOWMAN

.............. " .......................... , ... -..............

. staff writer
After opening the season with a 2victory •over Rockhurst, the
Rivermen have slipped to 2-4, with
some of their latest defeats coming at
the hands of Sonoma State and the
University of California at Davis.
The first road trip of the season
proved too much for Head Coach
Hannibal Najjar and his men, as flight
fatigue played a major role in the
losses.
"We had no chance in winning
those games," said Najjar. "We
arrived in California extremely late,
and really just came out flat. We were
never in the game."
The Rivennen offense was nonexistent ·in the opener of the Cossack
Classic, as the Cossacks of Sonoma
State held UM-St. Louis to two shots
on goal. The defense mirrored that
effort, forcing goaltender Kevin
McCmthy to face 18 shots in the
game.
Sonoma put the first ball past
McCarthy at the 24:00 mark, and
never looked back In the second
half, the Cossacks scored four min-

o

-i ii •

t,.

utes in ·and the Rivermen never
recovered. Sonoma would add two
more goals to end the match at 4-0.
"We came out fired up for this
game." Cossasks forward Tony
Bussard said. "After two ties and a
loss in the last three games, we knew
we needed to win this one."
After the game, Najjar gathered
his troops for a Saturday meeting.
"We haven't been able to fit a system into our game yet," said Najjar.
"There are times when we implement
one, and then somebody goes down
or the opponent reads it too well.
With only four returners from last
season, we lack experience."
''This is a transition year for us," .
added Assistant Coach Eric Johnson.
"We have a lot of rebuilding to do,
and it starts with this group of guys."
The final game of tbe tournament
pitted the Rivermen against the no. 6
team in the nation, UC-Davis. The
team came out strong, as McCarthy
and company held .one of the most
potent offenses in the nation to 0-0
tie through the first 45 minutes.
"That first half was very competitive," said Najjar. "Everything that
we talked about the day before

a

The Rivermen made an aggressive effort against Sonoma State and University of California at
Davis last week but lost 4-0 to both teams.

worked out and the whole field
played very solid."
That momentum carried over into
the second half before Sean
Buchanan of UC-Davis found a way
to break through the Rivermen
defense and punch a loose ball behind
McCarthy at the 58:00 mark:
After that, UC-Davis unloaded on
a tired Rivennen squad, scoring three
goals in the next fifteen minutes of
play. Shortly after, McCarthy was
pulled in favor of backup keeper .

Adam Barnstead, who managed to
keep the final score at 4-0.
. Lack of discipline was another
contributing factor in the loss, as
seven Rivermen were carded for
infractions, including junior college
transfer Mike Matter, who received a
red card and will miss the next two
contests.
"Our boys really had a problem
with the officials in the second half,"
said Najjar. "We just weren't on the
same page."

Aside from the 0-2 road finish,
Najjar is optimistic about the coming
week.
"Although we did have a down
week, losing two contests by 4-0, we
did come out of the toumament
stronger then when we came in,"
Najjar said. "In the [DC-Davis 1ganle,
we were able to implement a solid
system.
We should be able [0
reprieve ourselves this week."

Women's
Women's soccer New inJonnation director
volleyball
offers hard work, publicity
team
returns
2·1
drops 3 0/4
...

in Michigan
BY DAVE KIN.WORTHY

staff lll7iter

•

I

The women's volleyball team
traveled to Michigan and lost
three of four matches.
In the fIrst match of the tournament, the Riverwomen lost to
Lake Superior State 9-15, 15-7,
9-15 and 12-15.
UM-St. Louis was led by
Melissa Frost, who recorded 11
kills, wh,ile Holly Zrout recorded 15 kills and also had 13
defensive digs .
In the second match, UM-St.
Louis lost to Minnesota StateMankato 11-15, 16-14, 10-15
and 3-15.
Kelby Saxwold led the
Riverwomen with 16 defensive
digs while Michelle Pasieka
recorded 12.
In the third match of the tournament, the Riverwomen were
swept by Grand Valley State 815,8-15 and 8-15.
Pasieka showed the only
bright spot in the game, as she
recorded 11 kills.
UM-St. Louis then rebounded from the three consecutive
losses to defeat Bryant 15-8, Il15,15-11 and 15-11.
Saxwold led the charge with
19 defensive digs, while Zrout
also tallied 15 digs, posting 14
kills on the offensive side.
The team as a whole recorded 18 blocks in the match and in
the third and fourth games the
team had 29 kills.
The Rivenvomen then traveled to Springfield, Missouri
last weekend to take on Texan
Wesleyan, Drury College and
Central Arkansas.
. After
this
trip,
the
Riverwomen jump into the
Great Lakes Valley Conference
regular season play by travelling
to Indianapolis to kick off the
season.

BY NICK BOWMAN
. ..... .. ..... .....-.

staff W17fer

into halftime knotted at 2-2 when
Jones
found the net again, this time
staff writer
at the 43:00 mark.
"We came into halftime very
The Riverwomen suffered their
first loss of the weekend in an epic excited,'· said Goetz. "From the
while playing a tournament in start, ewryone knew that this game
was going to be tough.·'
Tampa, Fla.
Tampa set the pace in the second
The loss, the first of two matches
in the Orange State, came against the half, scoring a goal early on. The
University of Tampa in a double momentum shift from that goal
overtime battle that lasted 114 rniu- . proved almost too much for the
Riverwomen ' offen e, and with just
utes.
'That [Tampa] game was a great under five minute, to play they
match." said Head Coach Beth found themsel ve. down 3-2.
"I don't think the girls were ever
Goetz. "We hoped to come out on
top, but it was an incredibly hard- worried," said Goetz. ··Everybody
was .calm and we knew that we
fought game."
Lindsey Jones opened the scor- would score a goal. I told them to
ing, netting her first of two at the just keep attacking the net and .the
ball will find a way in."
seven minute mark.
Tampa retaliated \yjth two goals
of their own, but the tearns would go
see SOCCER, page 8
BY NICK BOWMAN

Rec Sports offers fun,
escape from studies
BY TONY PELLEGRINO
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The slogan for UM-St. Louis'
Recreational Sports Department is
"Something For Everyone" and this
semester will be no exception.
The fall recreational sports season
began yesterday with two events: a
coed softball tournament and barbecue, and a tennis singles toumament.
Both took place at Mark Twain Sports
Complex.
.
In addition to one-day events,
intramural leagues will be opening
soon as well .
Volleyball and bowling leagues
begin this week, while the flag football league gets underway next week.
Other leagues that are scheduled for
later this fall are indoor and outdoor
soccer, racquetball, floor hockey, and

a second session of volleyball.
Shuffleboard, badminton and kickball are a few of the one-day tournaments slated for October and
November.
According to Pam Steinmetz,
director of Rec Sports, 3000 students
participated in the recreational sports
program during the previous school
year and she expects a similar turnout
this year.
Recreational sports "is something
fun to do and a break from studies,
but it's also a social interaction with
other students, faculty and staff,"
Steinmetz said. "The recreational
sports program also provides an outlet for those who enjoy competition,
but may not be able to participate in
sports at the varsity level."
,·ee SPORTS, page 8

Being a native of Cincinatti,
newly appointed UM-St. Loui s
Sports Information Director, Chris
Cole still bleeds red, but not
Cardinal red,
"Cincinnati is th.: best basebalJ
town in the country," Cole said. "Td
take Griffey over McGwire any day
of the week '·
So, rna be the Cardinals aren't
the reason why-Col .24, :arne to St.
Loui . But nevertheless, hi career
as a sports guru has, for the time
being, placed him in the Gateway to
the Midwest.
As an undergraduate at Northern
Kentucky University, a Great Lakes
Valley Conference chool along
with UM-St. Louis, Cole studied
journali m· after a brief stint as ml
accOlmting maj or.
"I had alway told my high
school teachers that I would be an
accounting major," said Cole, an
NKU alwn, '99, with a Bachel r of
Arts in Journalism. "They usually
scoffed at me. Ea h one of them
told me I had a certain flair for wri ting, and I shouldn't waste my time
doing anything el e."
After realizing his true interest,
Cole turned to TIle Northern.:r, the
student newspaper of NKU, where
he worked as the Sports Editor for a
year.
Through this, Cole got
involved in SID work for the flISt
time.
"Everyone had always told me
that I would make a good writer,"
Cole said. "And after realizing that
my passion certainly did not lie in
accounting, well, that's all she wrote
- no pun intended."
Cole was approached by Don
Owen, the SID at NKU, about placing an advertisement in the sports
section of the paper. Owen was
hoping to hire a student assistant for
his office, and when he gave the ad
to Cole, Cole showed interest.
Owen "mentioned that he was
interested in hiring a student as istant, and that he wanted to place an
ad in the newspaper and as he talked
about what he was looking for, I tit
that description," Cole said.
Cole was hired on the spot. It

EDITOR
DAVE KINWORTHY

sports editor
Cole
took all of two weeks for Cole to
decide that thi is what he wmlted to
do and after leaming the rope_ of his
n wly found prote sian, he was
offered the position of Assistant
Commis ·ioner for the Rocky
Mountain Athletic Conference.
Whil e working out of hi s office
in Colorado Springs, Cole heard of
the vacancy at M- t. Louis. The
prospe.ct of re.tuming to a GL C
school as well a! holding the position of SID were both velY appealIng.

··r had known Michael DeFord
already and when he told me that he
was leaving, I was interested," Cole
said. ··When I canle to the
University for an interview, I felt a
lot of positive energy ,md really
seemed to get along quite well with
the stair It was a good fit.··
Cole rake his role as the SID
very seri usly and work a virtual
2417 week to promote UM-Sr, Louis
athletics.
··Basically, I view my position as
one that expect me to get the most
publ i ity for the tudent-athlete as
possible:· Cole aid. "These kids
are here busting their tails all the
time."
A:;itle from statistics and press
releases, Cole has an extremely
hands-on job in athletics. where Ius
reo ponsibilities include staffing,
public address, and weblbrochuie
de sign .
'·My j ob is really all-i nclusive,"
said Cole. ·'1 tend to ct as the hub
of communi auons for the department"

phone: 516-51 74
fax: 516-6811

GAMES
Women's
Volleyball
at Indianapolis
600 pm, Pri.. X/II 15
at Northern Kentucky
] 00 pm, Sal , ~pl. 16

Men's
Soccer
v. Northern Kentucky
5]0 pm, Fri. Sept. 15

v. Indianapolis
12:30 ({III, SUII., Sepl. 17

Women's
Soccer
v. Northern Kentucky
:30 pm, Fn.,

~PI

15

v. Indianapolis
3 00 pm. SUII. . Sept 11

,

Cardinals must focus on Central Division crown

LATEST Scoop

DAVE KINWORTHY

The st. Louis Cardinals have 11
games and are counting lllltilthey
clinch the Central Division croWll.
The only question is if the
Cardinals have enough to make it
past the first round of the playoffs
this season? With the Cincinnatti
Reds trading Dante Bichette and
Barry Larkin out for the season, the
only plus with the Reds is that Ken
Griffey Jf. is coming on strong in the
month of September. Too little too
late for the Reds.
Are the New York Mets or even
the Atlanta Braves too much for the
Cardinals in the first round of the
playoffs?
The Cardinals just recently won

their fint two ganles of the season
against the Mets, and the Braves
pitching staff is starting to get into
top fornl for their playoff run. Both
teams have solid bats in Mike Piazza
and Chipper Jones and have been
through the wars before. Can the
Cardinals compete with these two
teams?
With a starting rotation that features Garrett Stephenson and Daryl
Kile, the starters could not be in better position. Andy Benes was_ just
acti vated off of the disabled list and
should be fresh for the entire regulm·
mld postseason lUn. Rick Ankiel, the
should-be rookie of the year because
we know his true age, has been bril-

liant and should become a veteran in
the playoffs .
The Cardinals have the infield
securred with Fernando Tatis, Edgar
Renteria, and Femando Villa, hut
who will play first base in the playoffs? Will "The Thrill" Clark already
has lllne homeruns with the
Cardinals this season and brings the
excitement same excitement to the
team that former-Redbird Rex
Hudler brought years ago. His hustle
and his aggressive grit that he brings
to the clubhouse a~ a leader has
helped the Cardinals understand
what it took to be winners.
But with Clark playing so well in
a Cardinal uniform, will Mark

MeG wire start a[ first base again this
season? Do you bring in Big Mac
with the hurt back, knee, etc and lUn
the risk of not having him at all in the
plaY0ffs" 1hi is a big gamble on the
Cardinals part if Big Mac comes
back and demand to play. His
replacement has been spectacular
thus far and to take the chance of
hurting a homerun hitter is just not
worth it.
Another argument when it comes
to first base, is . who is better? Clark
has an excellent glove in the field,
hustles around the basepaths and hits
for average more than power.
McGwire, on the other hand, has
had injury problems in the past two

seasons, an okay glove in the field
and a batting average of around .270,
but makes up for all of this with hitting the longball on a consistent
basis.
Who would you take between
these two players to have on yo ur
team? The Cardinals have the lU XUry
of having both players right nn w. but
during the offseason, can they retain
Clark just to become a reserve and a
fill-in for McGwire when his baek
becomes sore?
Let us wait and see just exactly
what is in store for the Cardinal . but
light now, the Redbirds should ju. t
focus on claiming the Central
Division CroWIl.

~he,
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'Titans' tackles racism impressively
BY CHARLIE BRIGHT

......., ... ,..................... -....... , ... .... .
staff wn'ter

EDITOR

Deuzel Washington has been on a
winning streak lately, both in terms of
hit movies ('The Bone Collector,"
'The Hurricane," etc.) and as Coach
Boone in "Remember the Titans."
This true story stands out in the field
of football moyjes, because it tackles
real issues and has relatively little to
do with football. The real theme of
the movie is racism in the difficult
period of the early 1970s during the
desegregation of VIrginia schools.
Despite its serious cOntent, the film is
extremely joyjal, and manages to
maintain a lighthearted tone throughout.
Denzel Washington's fabulous
performance is mirrored by Will
Patton ("Armageddon"), whose face
is far more familiar than his name.
Patton, playing Coach Yoast, recently
appeared in "Gone In 60 Seconds,"
produced by Jerry Bruckheimer, who
also produced "Remember the
Titans." Both actors realisticallyportray the two reluctantly-paired coaches, evolving their characters into complicated but likable people, and leadCoach Hennan Boone (Denzel Washington) speaks with one of his players during practice. Boone is
caught in the middle of racially integrating his high school football team in a small Virginia town in 1971. ing a talented cast to victory on the

Length: ·110 min_

Rated:PG

Our opinion:

.

****

field as well as on the screen.
This film surprised me in many
ways. First, it was about football, but
managed to be a great movie anyway.
After last year 's positively vapid
"Varsity Blues," I began to wonder if
all the good sports movies had died
and gone to the endzone in the sky.
Second, this movie dealt \-vith racism
without noticeably offending anyone,
more impressive in my opinion than
an 80-yard field goal (a feat that does
not appear in this film). Third, stealing the show in "Remember the
Titans" was not the Academy Awardwinning Washington, but an Il-yearold girl named Hayden Panettiere.
Panettiere plays a very perceptive and
commanding daughter of Coach
Yoast, proving both quick-witted and
adorable. .
.Patton, Washington, Panettiere,
and a killer soundtrack combine to
make this movie a real winner, something truly unforgettable.

CATH ERINE

MARQUiS- HOMEYER

Fu..M R~VIEW

RESTAURANT REVIEW

a&e edito'r
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

Breakaway Cafe offers 'The Opportunists' is
moderately priced
quiet, thoughtful film
food close to campus.

USI

BY CATHERINE

MARQUiS-HOMEYER

September
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BY DEREK EVANS

special 10 The Cw-rent

12
Mest with Goldfinger
Mississippi Nights
Dave Stone and Friends
Way Out Club

14
Finger Eleven with One
Way Ride
Creepy Crawl
Buena Vista Social Club's
Company Segundo
Sheldon Concert Hall

15
Leo Kotke with Muriel
Anderson
Sheldon Concert Hall

The Specials with Neville
Staple
Galaxy

16
Bucky and John Pizzarelli
Sheldon Concert Ha({

18
Dave Matthews with Bela
Fleck and the Flecktones
Riverport
Peter Green and the
Splinter Group
Blueberry Hill's Duck Room

19
The Robert Cray Band
American Theater

Address: 8418 Natural Bridge
The Breakaway Cafe was Dot a
Tu-Thu: 11am - 9pm
restaurant when I was a student 13
Friday: 11 am - 10pm
years ago, nor seven years ago
when I was last on campLL~. so I was
Saturday: 4pm - 9pm
looking forward to eating there. A
friend told me she had eaten there
One of the daily specials was
several times and she liked it My
interest was piqued.
Gazpacho, a cold tomata vegetable
I arrived around 1 p.m., immedi- soup, originally from Mexico. Their
ately after my class. The establish- version was not spicy, but had a
ment was seat yourself, although nice mild tomato flavor with
some people were seated after I chopped raw onions, tomatoes,
arrived . The dining room was cucumbers and yellow squash
small, but very pleasant with a among other vegetables. It was
white interior and table settings. It chunky but the raw vegetables were
was a reJativeJy cool day, so the nicely crunchy. It was one of the
windows were open, creating a nice better versions of Gazpacho I've
tasted in years.
breeze.
The clientele included business
The Breakaway salad ($2.25)
men on their lunch breaks, some was a dinner salad consisting of letfamilies out for lunch, and some tuce, chopped tomatoes, onions, red
cabbage and cheddar cheese. It was
other college students.
The menu included soups, sal- cold and crunchy, but the cheddar
ads, pasta dishes and pizzas, but cheese was a nice treat, because
they are going to make changes on many restaurants don't use cheddar
the menu. The new menus should in their salads. The salad was
be available very soon. Drinks topped with an avocado ranch
include fruit juices, tea, coffee and dressing that had a slight, almost
undetectable avocado flavor to it.
different kinds of beer.
One server took my drink order. The salad was not over-dressed
The cranberry juice was a nice either.
refreshing drink to go with the
The pasta primavera ($7.95) had
thin spaghettini pasta with a variety
soup, salad and pasta dishes.
The service was quick and of fresh vegetables like green
friendly, without the "hurry up and beans, carrots, yellow squash, red
get out" fed that some other restau- bell peppers, broccoli and scallions.
rants have.
The dish had a tomato sauce base
Another server brought me the with garlic which was very good.
menu and took my order. First was
The pasta primavera can be
the vegetable soup ($1.65 cup; ordered with shrimp or chicken for
$2.25 bowl) and the Breakaway a slightly higher price; however, the
Salad ($2.25). The soup and salad extra chicken or shrimp might be
were served almost immediately too much food for some, especially
after I ordered them.
after two cups of soup and a salad.
The Breakaway Cafe is a nice,
The vegetable soup had a tomato base with vegetables like yellow moderately priced restaurant with
squash and tomatoes. It was slight- good food, and quick, nice service
ly salty, but it had a good flavor. for lunch after class.
When you're hungry, the extra saltiThe Breakaway Cafe's phone
ness won't prevent a healthy number is (314) 381-3554. They
appetite.
. accept major credit .cards and cash.

"The Opportunists" is an independent film that is a thoughtful
drama with a character-centered
story and a well-written scripl This
film tells its tale in a subtle, understated way, very effectively playing
up the fine acting. It uses its location
to focus on both the dreariness and
the family-centered strength of the
New York working class neighborbood in which it is sel The result is
a delightful thinking person's ftlm .
with memorable characters and a
gentle look at the lives of those with
few opportunities.
Victor
Kelly
(Christopher
Walken), a middle-aged former safePhoto courtesy of FirsJ Look Pi IIUllS"
cracker living in a once-Irish neigh- Vic Kelly (Christopher Walken) practices his rusty safe-cracking
borhood of Queens, wants to forget skills. Kelly, a proud man, can't seem to do anything right no mathis time in prison and live a quiet life ter how hard he tries.
with his nearly grown daughter
"- - - =
~ ,
- . . - .,
Miriam (Vera Farmiga). By assuman action film, but a story about indiing the responsibilities of their
'-::..yjduals struggling to do the right
household he hopes to redeem himthing in a world of tough choices,
Length: 89
self for the problems his life of crime
living so close to the edge that
Rated: R
caused for his family. While he helps
chance events can easily push their
-OUr opiniolJ.l'
his bar-owner girlfriend Sally
lives in one direction or another. The
(Cyndi Lauper) run her neighborcharacters and their dilemmas are
hood bar, he regularly fends off ation, who have a plan to rob their realistically ambiguous, with no pat
approaches by former acquaintances boss and need .Vic's safe-cracking and simple events, which gives the
who wish to lure him back into his skill to do it. The young Irish.man story a nice edge and keeps the audiold business. He's trying to make a joins forces with .Pat and Jesus to ence intrigued. The director uses a
living as an auto mechanic, but gain Vic's help.
simple, understated style that allows
unfortunately, Vic is apparently not
We're all accustomed to seeing the characters and situations to speak
as good a mechanic as acrook, and Christopher Walken in roles as a for themselves rather than . dazzling
his garage business is struggling.
scary tough guy or a gangster, but us with photography and artistic
Suddenly, a penniless young Irish this film offers him a different role.
techniques that would take our focus
man, Michael (peter McDonald), First-time director Myles Connell off the acting.
appears at his door, claiming to be allows Walken to bring out a vulner- . This film is a delightful but quiet
. his nephew and hoping to [md place ability in this character, a man trying thinking person's story in which peoto stay. Michael says Vic is legto live a good life in the face of steep ple are sometimes more than they
endary back in Ireland as the local obstacles. The Irish-born director has
seem and the story is not always
boy who became a successful lived in Brooklyn and is fascinated
what you expect. Walkeri's nuanced,
American mobster and Michael with the once-ethnic neighborhoods underplayed acting brings a real
hopes to learn from him. At his where generatibns have lived in the appeal to his character and hopefully
daughter's insistence, Vic reluctantly same house. This film is set in what will bring more opportunities to play
takes Michael in but Michael quick- was once an ethnic Irish neighbor- this kind of role rather than only the
ly finds that Vic isn't like the stories hood of New York, but an area that villains he plays so well.
told about him back home. However, has clearly changed and has also
The script is a joy and it's nice to
Michael is soon befriended by a pair been left in a backwash of society, see such a well-conceived story on
of neighborhood guys Pat (Donal filled with residents with few oppor- the screen.
Logue) and Jesus (Jose Zuniga), tunities to improve their lives .
(now playing at the Tivoli)
security guards at a small loan operThis movie is not a caper-film or

min:,

****
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St. Louis loses piece of history as Shady Oak closes

T

MARQUEE RAlW.BLlNGS
........." ..... """ ,' .. ... ",. .. :.......... .. , .........
CATHERINE
MARQUiS-HOMEYER
""~
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he Shady Oak Theater, a
lovely old movie. theater
located in the center of
Clayton and once noted for showing
foreign and art films, closed for good
recently. Once a very popular destination for more sophisticated film
connoisseurs, it had gone through a
number of changes that paralleled
general changes in movie theaters.
Once independently owned, it
became part of a chain., although,
fortunately for its fans, it continued
to show more artistic and intelligent
films if not as many foreign ones.
But it didn't change in one respect: it
continued . to have only one big
screen and didn;t have its own parking lot, while most local theaters
have converted to multiple screens
and . suburban theaters have parking
lots (if not always enough parking).
Still, a visit to an old-fashioned

ry of moyje theaters and how much
movie house like the Shady Oak was
its disappearance was part of this hisa trip to the past for a history fan like
tory. In the silent era, movies were a
myself. While the mall theaters have
booming craze and at first, storefront
IDany screens to choose from, they
theaters popped up everywhere.
are often small, cramped, and unatAlthough they each had but one
tractive, where the Shady Oak was
screen, there was a small movie thespacious, comfortable, and more
interesting to look at, more like the
ater every few blocks.
Later, movIe exhibitors began to
kind of theater where you might see
a play with a really big screen instead
build big elaborate movie palaces,
with stages for vaudeville shows as
of something that looks like an overwell as a big movie screen, like the
grown home entertainment center.
Fox Theater (Did you know the Fox
Recently, the big megaplexes of
theaters have figured out that moviewas built as a movie theater?) and
goers like comfort and attractiveness
the Tivoli. The Tivoli was built several years before the Fox, and comtoo, and so some of the houses (as
paring the two, you can see how
the individual rooms with a screen
are called in the movie business) in . elaborate this trend got before it was
halted by the Great Depression of the
the complexes have been enlarged,
19308.
with wider mOre comfortable seats,
and lobby decor has improved.
Our region once had more of
these lush movie palaces, such as the
The closing of the Shady Oak
Granada on South Grand and the
made me think a bit about the histe-

Loew's downtown, but now only a
few remain. You can sometimes
guess the age of a theater by looking
at how /TIuch of a stage and a curtain
it has, since theaters contiilued to be
built with non-functional bits of curtain and stage long after they stopped
having stage shows.
Although theaters came and went,
this basic trend toward a few big
fancy theaters and a lot of little
neighborhood theaters continued
until the 1970s, when the big and little theaters started to disappear,
replaced by complexes of small theaters and, more recently, by complexes with mixes of large and small theaters. Many larger older theaters con.verted to multiple screens, and if they
were smart, they kept one big screen
when they did this, as the Esquire and
the Tivoli did. Since many of the earliest multisoreen theaters were ugly,

with barely tolernble seating and tiny
screens; theaters that retained a nice
theater and big screen had an edge.
As from the beginning of moyje '
theaters, so~e theaters were independently owned (Wehrenberg started as
a local theater that grew into a chain,
although only in this area so far) and
some were part of national chains (as
the Fox was). With the closing of the Shady
Oak, we have one less piece of this
history. Although the Shady Oak had
not been an independent theater for
several years, the independent theaters are few now too, with only the
Chase and the Hi-Pointe remaining .
A yjsit to the Hi.-Pointe would be a
nice nod toward to the Shady Oak, as
it is the other old-fashioned single
screen theater that consistently
offered the best intelligent art and
foreign films.
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Jill Wacker took thi s advice, and early on Goetz 's squad, as the
with just under ,40 seconds to pla y in offense fired a lot of low-quality
the match , found a hole in the shots against the medi ocre Southern
defense and blasted a shot to tie the defense. The first half ended with the
game and force an overtime.
. score at 0-0.
The first overtime showcased
"We didn't have very many qualsolid efforts by both teams' defenses, ity scoring c han ces In that
and after 25 minutes of play the [Southern ] game," said Goetz. "The
'SCore, much like the defense, stood girls were sapped from the previous
firmly at 3-3.
game and the focus was just not
"After that first OT, both tea~s there."
sho wed that they could play each
The defense improved in the final
{)ther very well," said Goetz. "This half, allowing only 4 shots to reach
Was a very well-balanced gam e."
net in the final 45 minutes of play.
It took 114 minutes and a lot of Offensively, the Riverwomen made
" shots to finally wrap this contest up, 19 shots, but the deciding one came
When the University of Tampa final- off the foot of freshman Rachel
ly found keeper Kathleen Hertling's Helling, who recorded the only goal
weak side and won the contest 4-3.
of the game at the 60:00 mark. Thi s .
. The final contest of the weekend would prove to be the game-winner,
The Riverwomen play against The Greyhounds i.n a game last year. The Riverwomen are curpitted the Riverwomen against as the Ri verwomen took home a 1-0
rently 2-1 including last week's game against University of Tampa which went into double
Florida Southern. Fatigue set in victory to improve to 2-1 overalL
overtime.

Rec Treks are off-campus outings
organized by Rec Sports and Student
Activities that occur around once a
month during the school year. The
scheduled Rec Treks for fall semester
are the Katy Trail-Bike Ride, UMSLapolis 500 go-kart race and paintball.
All Rec Treks are free for enrolled
UM-St. Louis students,
In order to participate in an intramural sport, call 516-5326, or stop at
203 Mark Twain. For students, all
events except for bowling are free,
. and team sports require a $10 refundable forfeit fee per team. Individuals
who want to play team sports will be
placed on a team by the Rec Sports
office. Anyone affiliated with the university, students, faculty, and staff, is
eligible to play.
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WIN A TRIP FOR TWO TO

Guess who's turning

AFRICA

1000.

This year the cast of MN's 'The Real World' ,went to Africa.

Now you can too! .
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Look for The Current's

Enter for a chance to win at your local Counc il Travel office
or at counciltravel.com
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This trip to Africa is provided
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[b a r S ] on campus?

565 Melville

'lire Current
Get caught up in it .

314-721-7779
counc;ltravel.com
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The best bars on campus don 't serve drinks, t hey serve

•

their count ry, Yo u see, wh en you complete Army ROTC an d

Career Days 2000

graduate, you 'll be an officer and get a set of gold bars,
Register for an Army ROTC class today. Beca use t hel'e's no

bett-er buzz t an the seflse of acconipfJ sfim~nt.
.

' f '

•

ARMY R01C Unlike any other college course you can t ake.
Start your career as an Army officer today.
For more info, call 935-552 L

Wednesday, Septem ber 20

&
Thursday, September 21
10:00 am - 2: 00 pm
J.C. Penney Buil ding
Visit with over 50 employers each day !

Discover Your Career Connection!

Caree r Services

308 Woods Vi sit www.umsl.edu/depts/careerlactivities 516-5111
for a list of employers attending

Never deprive yourself .
of the four basic food groups.
Just because you re short on fund.s doesn t
mean you have to go hungry. At
Commerce Bank, being cashless is
never a problem. We offer free
checking with no minimum
balance, VISA® Check Cards,
Commerce credit cards and
free account access through
Internet banking. So you Ii
have access to your money
anytime, anywhere. And
nothing will get in the way of
you anc:f that pizza dinner again.
Or was it for breakfast?

MONEY: 101

For more information, give us a call at 746-FREE, visit us on the
Web at www.commerce b an k . com . e-mail usatmymoney@commercebank.com .or
just swing by your local Commerce Bank location.
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Tragedy exposed fatal flaw of majestic shiP:
A

1860.
t I a.m .. September 8, 1985.
undersea exploration did the
These ships were built ·to cou nler
_
impossible. For at that hour.
the Cunard Lines' Lusitania and
on th at day, exactly fifteen years ago, Mauretania which had been in seryice
the wreck of the RMS Titanic was dis- since 1907.
covered by a Joint American and
The dimensions of the Titanic were
French expeditio n.
astonishing I It was
.Perhaps no ship. with
882.9 feet long. 92.5
the possible exception
feet wide, and 176
of Noah's Ark , has
feet tall. She weighed
captured so much of
52,31 0 gro,~ tons and
the world's attention
. displaced 66,000 tons
and im agi nati on the
of water. Each li nk in
way the Titanic has.
her anchor chai ns
The Royal Mail
weighed \75 pounds,
Steanlship Titanic was
while her awesome
built
111
Belfast,
steel anchors themTIM TH OMPSO N
Ireland at the Harland
selves were 25 fee t in
bistory columnist
and Wolff Shipyards.
height. -Each of her
It was designed by
four funne ls were 65
Thomas Andrews, a 34-year-old fee t tall and wide enough to emit a
locomotive. In addition . each of her
architect from Comber, Scotland.
The Til!lnic was actually the sec- colossal reciprocating steam engine.
ond of the three gigantic sister ships, was as tall as a three-story house and
belonging to The White Star Line, a churned out 155,000 horsepower.
famous British transatlantic .shipping Providing fuel for these engines were
company which began service in 29 boilers. Each stood J7 feet tall and

weighed vcr 90 tons. The Tiwnic had
three propellers. Each wing propell er
was 26 feet wide and the ce nter one
span ned 16 fee1.
The Titanic could carry 3,000 passengers and cruise effortlessly at 24-25
knots.
Work began on the Titanic in the
spring of 1909. The first keel plates
were laid in March of that year. 'By the
summer of 1910, nearly 4.000 men
were laboring 12-15 hours per day on
her gigantic hull. Finally, on May 31.
1911, it was ready for launch. At precisely one minute past noon, with the
help of thousands of tons of oil and
other lubrican t,s. the Titanic slid gracefully into Belfast Harbor. A crowd of
100.000 witnessed the procession .
Over the next 20 months, the
Titanic went through her fitting out
process .
Its owners were detennined not
only to make it the largest ship afloat,
hut also the most luxurious. It had
priceless works of art such as the
famous painting of Plymouth Harbor.

It had an ornamental clock depict ing
imag~ s of Honor and Glory crowning
Time . It had a palm court, French sidewalk cafe, first-class cabins with 50foot sections of private promenade
space, Turki sh bath, squash court,
sw imming pool, reception rooms,
writing rooms and smoking rdoms. It
was also equipped with libraries in
both first and second class, as well as a
hospital with both ~n operating room
and recove!)' room . In addition, The
Titanic contained two sets of elevators
in both frrst- and second-class.
All of the furniture in first-class
was made of mahogany. and the carpet
in most of the rooms was nearly two
inches thick. The Titanic also boasted
a gymnasium for both first- and second-class passengers. It contained
rowing machines. electronic bicycles,
workout bags and canlels, a piece of
vaulting equipment used by gymnasts.
Perhaps the most impressive part of
the Titanic's internal structures was its
first-class Grand Staircase, 60 feet tall
and made of mahogany wood with

&
Imagine the kind of e(jucation that lakes you to
exciting new places, trains you in hundreds of the
worid's most sophisticated lechnologies, and pays
you to learn!
invite you to stop 'by the
"Wedne day Noon Live" outside
The Underground from 11 - I.
Sept. 13 and register to win a

FREE Special Edition
"This is Spinal Tap"

VHS orDVD.
No puchase necessary while
supplies last. There will also be
other "This is Spinal Tap"
giveaways, as well as other prizes.
Thi is Spinal Tap co mes
to Special Edition
Video and DVD Sept. 12

That's wllat educaliOo1looks like in Ihe Air Force
Resaw. II you'reread! to go sOlll€Where 3pe.:ial in
life, we'll give you what you need 10 get there:
• Over $9,000 toward ClJllege with
the Montgomery 61 Bill
• College credits through the Community
College of the Air Force

simultaneously. So, tIlis design flaw :
was simply ignored.
The RMS Titanic embarked on its :
maiden voyage from Southampton,:
England at noon on April 10, 1912.'
After narrowly avoiding a collision:
with an American ship, the New York, :
it docked at Cherbourg, France that:
very night.
It was here where the Titanic took :
on perhaps its most famous passenger, .
Molly Brown, a native of Missouri.
On the afternoon of the April 11 ,:
the Titanic docked at Queenstown, i
Ireland, then set sail for New York :
City. It would never make it.
At 11:40 p.m., Sunday, April 14, '
1912, it struck an iceberg along its .
starboard side and sunk two hours and .
forty minutes later in the single worst
maritime peacetime disas ter in all of
recorded history.
Ironically, the collision with the
iceberg ripped open the first fIve compaltments, thus exposing the one flaw
in the Titanic's design, causing it to sink.
In yet another ironic twist of fate, of ·
all the excessive amounts of glitz and
glamor the Titanic possessed, one was .
not in the form of lifeboats. It only had
20 lifeboats. As a result, only 705 of Ii
the 2,228 people on board survived.
The Tltanic disaster forever :
changed the course of history. As a
result, from that moment forward aU
ships had to CalT)' enough lifeboats for
everyone on board , and all bulkheads
had to extend much farther up the hull.
There were also mandantory lifeboat
drills, and an International Ice Patrol
was set up to clear icebergs out of the '
shipping lanes. It is just a terrible
shan1e that so many people had to perish in order to make things safer for
future maritime travel.

brass trim. The staircase was topped
off with a glass dome containing
stained glass windows.
The Tltanic's hull was subdivided
into 16 water-tight compartments supp011ed by 15 lfaJ1SverSe bulkheads. At
the lower portion of each bulkhead
was an electronically controlled watertight door. All of these doors could be
closed simultaneously by simply activating a single lever on the bridge.
The Titanic was thought to be practically unsi nkable for the follo\ving
reaso ns. First, any two of her sixteen
co mpartments could be complet~ly
flooded and she could still remain
afloat. In addition, any three of her first
five compartments could be !loaded
and it could still remain at10at. In fact,
even if all of her tirst four compartments were completely filled with
water, the Ti tanic would still remain
afloat. Simply put, the Titanic was
capable of surviving a broadside collision at the juncture of a bulkhead or
she could even ram another ship at full
speed and absorb the impact to the first
four compartments.
From this standpoint, it was tmly a
magnificently designed ship. There
was one flaw, however. The center
bulkheads did not extend very far up
the ship. In fact, the five bulkheads
separating the boiler rooms went only
ten feet above the waterline. This
meant that if for some reason more
than the tirst four companments flooded, water would simply spill over the
tops of the center bulkheads, forcing
the bow deeper and deeper into the
water, eventually causing the ship to
founder.
However, at the time, nobody in his
or her worst nightmare could imagine
a single collision which could dalnage
more than the first four compartments

• TIle latest state-of-the-art technical
training that will give you a real edge
in civilian life
• An extra incllme and outstanding benefits

Gall 1-800-257-1212
It alll1appens lor acommitment al l weekend a
monthand 2 weelG a year!

+

AIR FORCE
RESERVE
A B O VE &BEYOND

.:,;, Current
Get 'Caught up in it.

VisJl ou r web site at www.afreserve.com

>,

. FREE TEST. with immediate results.

detects pregnamcy \'0 days after it begins .
. PROfESSIONAL COUNSELING 8... ASSISTANCE.
All services are free an~ confipent\al.

Help us celebrate Hispanic Independence Day
&
Learn about our culture
GRAN

on Sunday, September 17, 2000
@ January Wabash Park on N. Florissant Rd.
in Downtown Ferguson 1:00 pm to 8:30 pm.

FIESTA

Pre gnant?

Family Fun ...

Co-sponsored by

-

( FERGUSON)

~

• International Food
• Folkloric Dance
• Hispanic Artisans
• Outdoor Cantina

• Evening Salsa Dancing
Area Restaurant Salsa
Picante Contest
Much More

..

For more information call :

Dance to the music of El Caribe Tropical &
DJ Latin Power
To empower our community's independence
All Proceeds Benefit: Midwest Health Center @ Our Lady
of Guadalupe Church

Your pre:5ence ij reCfueded

/or

' .
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(314) 524-5229 or
(314) 921-8048
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SHOPPIN G EVEN T
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N [ S DAY

September 13, 2000

Sa/ark'} September / OJ 2000
, 4:00 p.,~.

&,

']jaJh

C!av ~uenlu! Between CLrch Street all) ~damj
$30.00 donation per person to support the downtown
Victorian Projects campaign.
Tickets available at City Hall 110 Church Street
For additional ticket information:

Call 521-5229 or 524-2858
To help create the spirit of an old fashioned event, many wear period
dress, but it is optional. Men's and women's attire is available for rent
at the Haberdashery, 3143 S. Grand.

Bring this invitation to

The Timberland" ~tore
at the St. louis Galleria
to receive

30 % OFF

AlL MERCHANDISL

STORE KGURS : lOAM 10 S:JOPM

Ad(\r~: ss:

. Zip codp.:

Groups that are working with the planning are:
The Historical Society, The landmarks Commission , Chamber of Commerce,
Ferguson Business District, Train Depot Committee, City of ferguson
~11 ~Jt11
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UM·St. Louis students, faculty and staff:
Classifieds are FREE!!

Page 9

LooK/ttl AT GIRL

1HINK ABouT IT, frlEY'RE

IS W cftl"-lNC, A

IVIS!,

CLASSIFIED
RA~ES

(314)
5i16·5316

All EMPLOYEe s of THE
STArE, EACH GivEN. J"o5'S
A){D ExpecfED 10 WORK
FoR lHe 13'EHEFlf of-n-lE
ENilRE VI lLA0E.·· you
iHlNK!T WAS
COrNe IDENCe ?A?A
SMURF WAS

"SMvRf~"

1'-S"HIRL

Othl!1Wise, classified advertising is $10 for 40 words or less in straight text jOl1nat. Bold and CAPS lett~rs are free. Ail
classifieds must be prepaid I:r)' check, mornry order or CTedit card. Deadline is lbursday at 3 p. m. p,io}" to publication

http://www.thecurrentonline.com/adsads@thecurrentonline.com
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Graduate Research
1988 Grand Am 2 dr
Assistant Needed
cold air, 4 cyl, 5 speed, runs
Immediately
and looks great, blue with
A Graduate Research Assistant
blue int., state safety inspec(GRA) is needed at the Barnes
tion, $1200 obo, 427-7548
College of Nursing. The applicant must be a Master's level
Earn up to $13/HOUR
1992 Ford F·150 XLT
student at UMSL.
plus bonuses!!!
V8, 5.8 Liter, Automatic
Responsibilities of the GRA
Build your resume and job
Trans., 2 wheel drive,
will be to monitor/supervise
skills, valuable marketing
52,xxx
miles, Optional fuel
exercise sessions for particiexperience, opportunities for
tank, AlC, Cruise Control,
pants in a nursing research
advancement, ideal sumAM/FM Cassette Stereo,
study as well as assist in the
mer/college job!!!, flexible
Running Boards.
recruitment of subjects. For
hours, no sales!!!
$9,500. Call Shauna
more information call Dr.
CALL NOW (314) 567·5515
(314) 324-7137
Anne Fish at (314) 516-7077
ask for Nathan
or email at
fisha@msx.ums!.edu

•

SPRINGBREAK 2001
Hiring On·Campus Reps
SELL TRIPS, EARN CASI\ .
GO FREE!!!
Student Travel Services
America's #1 Student tour
Operator, Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas, Europe, Florida
1·800-648-4849
www.gospringbreak.com

Reaciers/Writers/Test
Assistants
for students with disabilities
These paid positions are available for the Fall Semester
2000, on a limited basis, for
qualified students to assist
students with disabilities during scheduled exams:
Duties include: research
materials, textbooks, making
tapes, writing for an exam,
reading and writing for an
exam, reading fOr an exam.
Interested? Please contact
Marilyn Ditto at 516-5228 or
. come to 301 Woods Hall.

Internet· Marketing/Web
Page Design
International company
expanding. Looking for highly
motivated business-minded
students. Part time and full
time positions available.
Some experience required.
Call (314) 983-9634 for more
information.
Lifeguards
CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS
needed for UM-St. Louis
Indoor Swimming Pool this
Fall semester. Afternoon,
evening, and weekend hours
. available. Pay is $6.00 per
hour. Interested individuals
can apply in the Rec Sports
Office, 203 Mark Twain.
Call 516-5326 for more
information.

Sports Officials
REC SPORTS OFFICIALS
needed for intramural flag
football, soccer, floor hockey,
and volleyball this semester.
Afternoon and evening games.
Pay is $7.50 per game.
Knowledge of and interest in
the sport is required. Apply in
the Rec Sports Office, 203
Mark Twain. Call 516· 5326 for
more information.

IF YOU LIKE TO BOWL
Join our intramural bowling
doubles league. We bowl
every Wednesday (Sept. 13 Nov. 15) 3:00 - 4:30 p.m. at
North Oaks Bowl. Only
$1.25/wk. for 3 games. Teams
consist of 2 guys and/or gals.
Register in the Rec Sports
Office, 203 Mark Twain by
Sept. 6.

Evening College Council
needsa responsible person to
run their Kaffee Klatch. No
experience necessary. Hours
would be M-TH evenings 48:30 PM and miscellaneous
times. Please direct inquiries
to Evening College
@516-5161.

FREE GOLF • 18 HOLES
Enter our intramural Golf
Scramble Tourney Monday,
Sept. 18, Normandy Golf
Course, 10:30 am shotgun
start. Fun team scramble (4
golfers/team). Free to students; only $20 for fac/staff.
Register in the Rec Office,
203 MT by Sept.6.

Good Quality Cat
Furniture
Custom made to order.
Much cheaper than retail.
Made from the finest
materials. Your cat will love
you. Call (314) 921-0566.

'92 GEO STORM GSI
4-Cyl. 1.6 Liter, 5 Spd,
100,500 Miles, AIC, AM/FM
Stereo Cassette, Driver's Air
Bag, pslpb,Alloy Wheels, rear
spoiler, White exterior with
unique body customizing.
Excellent condition. Looks
sharp. clean interior.
new tires
ask for $2500/best offer
(314) 426-5963
Hurry up" don't miss this
great deal.

'97 Suzuki GSX·R 600
1,xxx miles, garaged, showroom new, Shoe: helmet
Call Alex 314-227-8887

www.affordablelaptops.com
800-864-2345

LIKE LENIN?

l-\ MM, H0 vJ

WELL ... ALL
GOT iH AT

\

Musicians and Choir
Members Needed
The Catholic Newman Center
is looking for talented individuals to help with Sunday
Evening Masses. Please call Fr.
Bill Kempf or Amanda Harrod
at 385-3455 if you are
interested.

LoaKe D

VVI
I'll IS?

\loI

'VAN \f.Y "GU Y.

Wanted
Roommate to share three
bedroom house located only
five miles from campus $300
monthly plus half tltilities,
serious people only
please, write. to
valgame79@hotmail.com

Can't find that girl/guy
you ran into at The
Underground?
Take out a personal. It's a
free resource to students,
faculty and staff. As in, not
costing anything. As in, not
kicking yourself in the head
for the rest of the semester
for not being able to remem·
ber the phone number of that
girl. Call 516-5316 to find
your destiny.

SWM looking for good
looking SWF
But c'mon, almost everybody
I know is looking for a good
looking SWF. So what are my
chances? ·sigh" emaii
erik@umsl.edu if you're
interested. Your heart will do
you good.

Look for The Current's
1000th issue
coming this semester

SWB seeks ISO HWP
for some TS. NoPVBs please.
Serious replies only.

To the short dark·haired
bearded trumpet player in
last year's pep band, I miss
you baby, come back to me.
From the tall blond-haired
out-going trumpet player
from last year's pep band.

SWF,19
seeking Col Sanders look·
alike for long walks on the
beach and good times.
Associate dean a plus, PhDs
need not apply.
If interested, 516-8645

RETIREMENT

INSURAN[E

MUTUAL FUNDS

Tired of seeing mistakes?
So are we.
The Current is looking for a proofreader. It pays. Call 516-6810.

TUITION FINAN(ING

It's a simple calculation:

TIAA~CREF 's

low expenses
mean more money
working for you.
eXpense
~ (all us

fOt afrel!

calCUlator

The equation is easy. Lower expenses In managing a
fund can equal better performance.

THE IMPACT OF EXPE NSES ON PEAFORMANrE
$215,000

How much 'I Just take a look at the chart. Then call us.
We'!! send you a free, easy-t~-use expense calculator 50
you can see for yourself that no matter what your
investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. And CREF
variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%
to 0.34%.'

$176=,0-=.
00=---_ -----,
High -Cost Aceoo",

For decades, we've been committed to low expenses,
superior customer service and strong performance.
Add jt all up and you'll find that selecting your
retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-C REF.

John D.
look for me over at by the
water fountain in the
Underground this Thursday
afternoon.
Can't Wait.

TRUST SERVICES

EXPENSES 2

Tota! accumulations after 20 years based on initial investment

of $50,000 and hypothelical annual returns of 8%. Total returns
and principal value of in vestments wiLl tluctuate. and yield may
vary. The chart above is presented for illustrati .... e purposes only
and does not reflect acruaJ performance , or predic t future
results, of any TIAAMCREF account, or reflec t taxes .

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it ~.

1.8 00 . 842 . 2776
w w w. t iaa -cref . otg

For more complete infonnation on our securities products, please call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest 1_ Estimated annual expenses are adjusted quarterly. 2. 140% is a very reasonable fee level for a typical fund, OAO % is
near, but not actually at the bottom of, the mutual fund expense ratio spectrum' TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutionol SerVlces, Inc. distrib·
utes the CREF and TIAA Real Estate variable annuities . • Teachers Per>anallnvestors Services, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities variable
annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements . • TIAA and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY,,issue insurance and
annuities .• TlAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services . • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are
not bank guaranteed. © 2000 TIAA-CREF 08/03
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capita, yet the Cardinals annually have
one of the top attendance marks in the
league,
According to Lamping, the
Cardinals will pay $16,5 million in
taxes from the business that occurs at
Busch Stadium this season and may
reach $20 million with possible postseason play, '"This year, the City [of St
Louis) will receive $8,6 million, an
increase of over $5.5 million (from
1996)," Lamping saiel "Who's generating these taxes for the City of St.
Louis? Ninety-three percent of the
people who go to Cardinal games do
not live in the City, If the Cardinals
were not players in downtown St.

Louis, these tax dollars would not
automatically just magically appear in
the City of St Louis,"
' ''There's no consideration [given)
to the negative financial impact of a
non-competitive team and what that
impact would have on the City, We are
slowly getting toward a position where
we could become non-competitive by
staying in our existing ballpark,"
Lamping said.
He used the analogy that if Ford
Motor Company were to propose a
new plant in St. Louis, the City would
offer financial help and tax breaks to
the company in' order to attract the
business, If that is the case, why

, ~

• • •-•••

shoqld the City not help an existing
company construct a new building?
According to Jones, the City agrees
the Cardinals need a new stadium and
that the problem is getting the two
sides to come together on money
issues. '''There are currently 3 million
people who come downtown 81 times
a year. Those people generate $8 mil-.
lion this year for the City of St Louis,
The City has a financial interest in
maintaining that Those dollars, if the
Cardinals were not downtown, would
definitely not be spent in downtown
St. Louis," Jones said. "Our focus will
be on what is the benefit to the City
and how can that be structured."

UMSL monuments stand test

0" time -.- The University
recently installed
a fountain near
the J.e. Penney
Building and
Parking Garage
C, along East
Drive. This fountain replaces the
.f aux brick monument installed
last year that was
actually made of
wood. The new
fountain is illuminated at night.

C AN D iDATES, from page 1
"If you were to look at the process
and analyze it, can you see anything
that's drastically different that would
slant the elections to their favor'?"
Blanton asked. "I have nothing but
praise for the things [Glenn and
Rhoda] have done and the way they' ve
done them."
This year, the polls will not be

manned by students. Instead, members
of the Staff Association will work each
location, in an effort to solve several
problems that have plagued previous
SGA elections.
''We're trying not to have too many
polling locations," Rhoda said, "I
think last year they overextended
themselves and polls were closed

when they should have been, We have
to make sure every one of these
polling places is wen-manned."
Blanton said using Staff Assocation
members would eliminate the perennial accusations of favoritism or bias
lodged when students manned the
polls,
Darren BruneI The Cllr rel1l

BLA... ......
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, from page 1
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Mirthday, which began in 1983,
was another event Blanton developed.
Every year, late in the spring, students
lillwind with free food, music, and volleyball games, while visiting the many
booths set up by student organizations,
"I actually came up with the name
'mirth, '" Blanton saiel "I was laughed
at when I first suggested it, but once I
pointed out that the word means fun
and enjoyment, people began to accept
it.
Holiday Fest is an event where
UMSL gives something back to the
community, Every year, food drives
are organized across campus to help
the needy, When the food is gathered,
it is then sent to the North Side Team
Ministry, located at the intersection of
N. Grand and I-70, which then distributes the food.
'1 chose this organization, after a
great deal of searching, because they
are free of bureacracy and do not put
stipulations on who gets the food. If

someone comes to the ministry in
need of food, they get it," Blanton
said, "It's a wonderful place which has
one goal, to help people."
While activities make an educational institution fun to attend, the
heart of a university is academics.
Blanton said he was proud of the
instruction students rece ive at UMSL.
"I believe that the quality of education here is second only to that of
Washington University; and not second by much," he said, ''Nearly 80
percent of our faculty have a Ph.D,
and the research facilities are outstanding."
"Over the years, many students
have come up to me and said they are
challenged here much more than say
at Columbia, and that is a credit to our
faculty," Blanton saiel
With such an exemplary record of
dedicated service to the students at
UMSL, one may wonder why Blanton
chose to retire.

Blanton said he was taking advantage of a generous early retirement
offer, and the timing was perfect.
"Students have corne up to me and
said, 'My mom and dad knew you,
and wanted me to come by and say hi.'
This served to remind me of just how
long I have been at my present duties,
and how old I am too," Blanton saiel
Though he is retiring, Blanton is
not leaving altogether, He will work .
part time over the next two years as the
special projects administrator and
coordinator for the Vice Chancellor of
Student Affairs . .
'1 am going to get practice on the
art of retirement, before actually being
retired," he joked.
With more time on his hands,
Blanton said he plans to increase his
level of frustration on the golf course,
and do some travelling with his wife
who he met at UMSL in 1973 when
she was thy director of Health
Services.
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NOW
FO RM INC
Sign up
TO DAY!!!
FREE
12249 Natural Bridge
Bridgeton, MO 63044
314-291-3215
www.carrolltonbowl.com

Buy one game at
regular price,
and get one free!
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Excuse # 2000 - Why I can't make a difference at UMSL
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